In Traditional Turkish Houses, the design of the floor (bottom cover), walls (side cover), the ceiling (top cover), and the furniture elements make up the design of the interior space. The concept of "sky above, earth below" in the interior space, which has begun to take shape in the history of Turks since their tent life, has defined the floor and the ceiling. Despite the simplicity of the floors, the ornamented wooden ceilings, designed meticulously, form a characteristic. The walls are fitted with shaped wooden veneer and with functional elements of need. Various shelves, niches, wardrobes, closets, and bathing cubicles take place on the walls. The fireplace also takes place among the closets. There is very little movable furniture in the rooms. The sofas, used for sitting and sleeping are platforms, made of wood and fixed on the floor. In the XIX. century Ottoman Period houses in Cyprus, floors were covered with timber, or with local marble plaques; the marble plaques providing decoration by being laid in various geometrical shapes. Walls are quite plain. Usually, veneer is not used on walls, which have niches in the thickness of the wall, and wooden shelves, stretching at the level of the top of the doors. The ornamented, wooden window frames, surrounding the windows on the walls, and ornamented lamp niches in the main-rooms, are distinctive compared to other rooms. The simplest form of the ceiling, which is more important than the floor, is the naked one. The veneered ceilings of multi-functional rooms, and the veneered ceilings of main-rooms with decorations, form the top cover. There are no fixed fittings in rooms, such as sofas, wardrobes, closets, cupboards, or bathing cubicles. The use of movable furniture is seen in the houses in Cyprus especially towards the end of the XIX. century. 
INTRODUCTION
Despite the many negativities since then, and all the inadequacies in preservation, XIX. century houses of the Turkish architectural works -most of them in the capital Nicosia -built during the Ottoman Period in Cyprus (1571-1878), still preserve their importance in the historical texture they take place. Built in the character of the Traditional Turkish Houses, these buildings initially were of an outer hall plan, usually two-storied, with an inner yard, inclined roofs having wide eaves, and with oriels protruding towards the street. Towards the end of the century, this plan changed into a central hall (karnıyarık=split opened aubergines) type, and the yards became smaller. Despite the simplicity of the façade, interior spaces were designed in accordance with the size of the building, and the importance of rooms, thus adding some characteristic to the rooms. Floorings, the niches on the walls, shelves, cornices, interior wall windows, and ceilings of the XIX. Century houses, built by using traditional materials (stone, earth, wood), make up the interior space design elements. The special arrangements of these elements take place in the plain planning organization of the houses as functional and visual acquisitions. It is aimed to document common characteristic interior space arrangements of the XIX. century houses of Cyprus, which fall into the term Traditional Turkish House, through research and field studies, thus shedding light on future studies and researches.
INTERIOR DESIGN ELEMENTS OF THE XIX. CENTURY HOUSES OF CYPRUS Floors:
The floors, named "bottom cover" in the Traditional Turkish Houses, have been of the interior space formation elements with the concept of "sky above, earth below" (Küçükerman, 1991:145) , since the nomadic tent life of Turks in Central Asia. Floors, which were used multi-functionally (sitting, sleeping, working) by spreading reed mats, rugs, carpets, or felt mats, were continued to be used in houses in permanent settlements, by spreading cover materials on the compressed earth (Küçükerman, 1991: 145) . Later, stone and mostly wooden materials were used to cover floors, depending on the economic position of the house-owners, and on the materials available in the geography that houses were built. Platforms were made in places to create sofas for sitting purposes. The flooring materials in the XIX. century houses in Cyprus are generally the local marble plaques, which have not completed their chemical formation yet and sometimes, wooden materials. The marble plaques, taken from quarries and cut 40x40x1cm in size are placed on compressed earth on the ground floors, and on compressed earth spread over reed mats, which are placed on wooden beams (Anonymous, 1995:34) . In multi-purpose rooms, the flooring is completed with reed mats, rugs, or carpets. The floors of rooms and sofas were made by lining square-formed marble plaques using the semi-sliding method or mostly by laying one row of marble plaques parallel to the walls, creating a frame, and placing other plaques diagonally in the center to create a décor (Figure 1 ). The main-room floors are shaped in accordance with the form of the room. In rectangular rooms, besides the straight lines on the sides, another straight line stretching horizontally in the center created a square shape in one part of the main room. In square-shaped main rooms, besides the style of one straight line on the sides and diagonal in the center, marble plaques were laid in different geometrical shapes to form a central ornament (Figure 2 ).
In wood covered floors, the wooden planks are laid parallel to the long side of the room and oiled for protection. 
Walls:
The walls (side cover) of the Traditional Turkish Houses are covered with wooden materials up to the top of the windows -a height reachable by hand -(2.20m.), decorated with many functional elements, and the wood ornamented with various engravings, thus creating internal space richness (Bektaş, 1996: 110) . The niches, initially created simply by making use of wall thickness, were used open or with covers, and later on they were made from wood in various geometrical shapes and for different functions. Wooden cornices, extending continuously at the level of the top of the windows, and all over the interior facets of the room, were designed as shelves and used for the display of various containers or decorative objects. Closets, in which mattresses, quilts, pillows were kept, cupboards for all sorts of goods, and bathing cubicles, all made of wood, took place in the walls of multi-functional rooms (Eldem, 1987:80; Günay, 1989: 238; Kuban, 1995: 117, 118 ).
The fire place, placed in the middle of the tent in the nomadic life, and used for multiple functions such as heating, and cooking, was drawn to a side of the room and placed on the facet of the wall (Dağlı, 1999:46; Eldem, 1987: 66; Turkan, 2007: 74) . Rooms without a fire place, a brazier was used for heating (İmamoğlu, 1992: 83) . In rooms with frequent and many windows, the wide, wooden frames were joined for continuity, and placed around the windows to form a frame. Walls in main rooms were decorated more elaborately compared to other rooms. The side cover was enriched with lamp niches, decorated with various motifs, and with lamp/plant stand niches (Günay, 1998: 239;  Smaller niches can be seen in some rooms, placed just above these niches (Figure 3 ). Cylindrical niches of semi-circular plan are found in main rooms. These niches with arches, are made within the wall thickness and decorated with wooden ornaments, or are made completely of wood and ornamented with various figures. Besides their functions as lamp stands or plant stands, these niches add visual richness to the special design of the main rooms (Figure 4a, 4b, 4c) . Generally, there are no fire places in the rooms of houses in Cyprus. It was sufficient to heat rooms with a brazier placed in the middle of the room, due to climatic factors. Wooden shelves stretching at the top level of windows, while assuming the function of displaying various objects depending on the use of the room, also make up cornices for the windows with their bottom parts. The wide wooden cornices of windows, mostly in main rooms and in projecting rooms, are with profiles and they extend horizontally in a continuous fashion, creating a frame around the windows. There are wooden grids designed and shaped like small squares in windows between rooms and in those opening from the rooms into the hall, for preventing vision and for safety reasons ( Figure 5 ). In the rooms of houses in Cyprus, there is nothing fixed in the walls, such as wardrobes, closets and bathing cubicles. It is presumed that bathing took place in the bath section (hamam) of the houses. Ceilings: Ceilings, which are the top cover of the Traditional Turkish Houses, earned importance among interior space elements with their elaborately created arrangements (Kuban, 1995: 119; Küçükerman, 1991: 159, 160) . In the simplest rooms, the undersides of the ceiling beams were left without any kind of cover. The widest type of ceiling is making the underside of the wooden beams covered with wooden material. The simplest covered ceilings have borders of profiled wooden staves. The wood is protected with paint or varnish. This method is seen in multi-functional rooms of the houses (Küçükerman, 1995: 130, 131) . Decorated ceilings are designed to form squares laid diagonally, using thin wooden staves. The commonest type in the Classical Ottoman style is ceilings designed by making triangles and hexagons with thin wooden staves (Bektaş, 1996: 56) . Intensely decorated ceilings, especially found in main-rooms, enrich and complete the interior space richness on the floor and the walls. The decoration is strengthened with a decoration element created in the middle of the ceilings and named the central ornament. Designed in various geometrical shapes, the central ornaments are created with woodcarvings (Günay, 1989: 257) .
Ceilings in the XIX. century houses in Cyprus also carry the features of the character of Traditional Turkish House. The simplest look of the ceilings is the uncovered type, where the ceiling structure is visible. Wooden beams, usually cylindrical but sometimes rectangular shaped, and standing on the walls of the rooms are seen in these ceilings, with straw mats made of canes placed on them ( Figure  6 ). In places with long spans, the spans are passed through with pointed arches made of cut stone, with rectangular shaped wooden main beams or with wooden trusses, and the cylindrical beams are carried by these main carriers. The wooden main beams and wooden trusses are supported by wooden corbels on the wall edges, shaped with C-S scrolls (curves) (Figure 7 ). In the undecorated wood covered ceilings, the joints of wood stretching side by side are filled with staves, and encircled with wooden borders. In the Turkish Houses in Cyprus, especially in main-rooms and projected rooms, the ceilings 
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are wood covered and ornamented (Anonymous, 1982: 32; Turkan, 2010: 283) . Because of the importance of these rooms, the ceiling is also made special in space designs. The ceiling is decorated with works using thin profiled wooden staves to make various geometrical shapes. A central ornament is place in the middle, again made of wood engravings and works (Figure 8a, 8b, 8c ). The ceilings are also encircled with engraved wooden sills. Ceilings of rectangular planned rooms are divided into two using wooden sills, creating one of is square shaped section. The woods in the ceilings are protected by varnish or paint. Furniture: There is very little furniture in the Traditional Turkish Houses. The multi-functional fittings seen in the tents of nomadic life and serving for both day and night use, are seen in the houses of permanent settlement life as the few fittings in multi-functional rooms (Bektaş, 1996: 110; Günay, 1998: 245) . The wooden platforms found in some of the rooms and in the hall, and fixed to the floor, make up the sofas used for sitting and sleeping (Günay, 1998: 25; Küçükerman, 1991: 149) . The wardrobes, closets, shelves, and bathing cubicles in the rooms are fixed fittings, made of wood. In the XIX. century Turkish Houses of Cyprus, fixed fittings such as sofa platforms, wardrobes, closets, and bathing cubicles are not seen. Mobile furniture, such as divans, beds, chests, chairs, and tables are used especially in the second half of the XIX. century (Figure 9a, 9b) . Chests of various sizes, carved out of wood and shaped, wooden divans, chairs with wooden skeleton, completed with woven straw, wooden tables, and beds made of iron or brass are valued today as authentic pieces of furniture. 
